
CORONELLA 

Do you have a strong personality? Do you place great 

importance on quality and custom work? If so, why would you 

choose just any sports mat? There's no need to compromise. 

Choose the AIREX® Coronella sports mat if ideal cushioning, 

comfort, hygiene, and durability are important to you. 

Whether in length or design, the AIREX® Coronella sports mat 

is always exactly tailored to your needs. 

Size: approx. 185/200 x 60 x 1.50 cm 

Transport weight: approx. 2.42 kg 

Key features of the Coronella: 

 

Comfortable 

Soft, supple, and excellent cushioning. 

 

 Cushioning 

Both gives way and holds you steady to protect you from injuries. 

 

 Durable 

Robust material that keeps its shape for years. 

 

 Hygienic 

Easy to clean. Antibacterial coating. 

 

 

Based on years of experience: AIREX® Coronella 

 

The AIREX® Coronella sports mat reflects 60 years of experience in foam technology. Just as the Swiss company's first 

gymnastic mats revolutionized school sports in the early days, we are now setting new standards with the AIREX® Coronella 

sports mat. The pleasant thickness of AIREX® Coronella cushions your movements without being too soft. The material we 

developed in-house for the AIREX® Coronella is dimensionally stable and can also withstand greater physical challenges. At 

the same time, the sports mat can be rolled up and stored discreetly at any time. 

• AIREX® Coronella: dimensionally stable & multifunctional for any application 

• Free 5 year extended warranty on the AIREX® Coronella 

• In-house foam technology makes the AIREX® Coronella a steady companion 

 

AIREX® Coronella: the sports mat for in the studio and at home 
 

Together with the Corona training mat, the AIREX® Coronella is standard equipment found in first-class gyms and sports 

clubs and used by top-notch personal trainers. But AIREX® Coronella is also continuously gaining enthusiastic users for use at 

home, too. We are confident that you will enjoy your new sports mat for a long time.  

 

While it was not the first mat AIREX® brought to market, the Coronella together with the Corona have become the stars 

among AIREX® gymnastic mats. Millions have been sold since the market launch in 1960. Developed in cooperation with 

athletes and therapists, it continues to meet their requirements and is the number one choice for equipping top-notch fitness 



studios, personal trainers, sports clubs, Pilates studios, and even German soccer team club rooms. The Coronella is also 

becoming increasingly more popular for training at home. The Swiss quality speaks for itself and, with the right care, the 

Coronella can remain a reliable training partner for a lifetime. 

 

You want an AIREX® mat that is not only the perfect companion for your workout, but also customizable? This is no problem 

with the products in our gymnastics shop. The AIREX® Coronella is available in six different attractive colors and two sizes 

(185 or 200 cm). In addition, the mat can be customized with an image or text of your choosing. This way, there will be no risk 

of confusion, even if everyone else in the studio also has a mat from the world's leading mat manufacturer. 

 

  


